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T&T Carnival
Originally celebrated as a

Carnival and Body Image – What Is Our Attitude toward It?
The gyms are packed, masses are pacing around

consumed in copious amounts during Carnival). If we are

“Canboulay” in the late 18th

the QP Savannah, and Lady Chancellor Hill has never

honest, there is little to no body diversity. You don’t

century by African-descended

seen so many people. What does this phenomenon tell

believe it? Visit any Carnival masquerade band’s website

us? You’ve guessed it – Carnival time is swiftly

and observe what those modeling the costumes look like

slaves, T&T Carnival has

approaching! Scores of Trinbagonians are doing all

(Tribe, for example). When these are the images we are

evolved into an annual festival

they can to drop inches, build muscle, and tone up

bombarded with, we unconsciously accept that we must

characterised by

those not-so-“road-ready” areas, all in an effort to look

have that kind of body in order to look good in the

masquerades, fetes, local

their best. And while there is nothing wrong with

costumes. Social media has also done us a disservice in

wanting to “look like a snack” as they say, this article is

this way because we mostly put up pictures of ourselves

aimed at addressing the not-so-helpful body-image

that hide our bodily imperfections. We practice sucking in

perceptions that promote unrealistic bodily goals,

our midsections, pushing out our behinds, or flexing our

For numerous Trinbagonians,

reinforce a necessity for bodily perfection, and

muscles in a way that make us look closer to what we

Carnival is a time of revelry,

encourage us to engage unhealthy eating (e.g. crash

consider ideal. Then, several of us look at others’ pictures

diets) and exercise regimens in the lead-up to the

– many of whom are doing the same thing – and wish our

Carnival season.

bodies were like theirs. And if they do not meet the bodily

harvest festival called

music, superb artistry, and
extravagant costumes!

freedom, carefreeness, and
fun with fellow countrymen
and tourists visiting for the

ideal we silently, or sometimes not-so-silently, judge
Promotion of Unrealistic Body Ideals

them.

occasion. And whether or not

It is no secret that global media largely present

we choose to partake, most of

unrealistic pictures of body image, and Trinbago is no

us look forward to Carnival

exception. With the introduction of photo editing

How many of us have family members, friends,

applications we’ve been able to fashion the human

coworkers, etc. who are quick to tell us when we are

body into anything we want it to be, particularly for

packing on some pounds? Or maybe, you happen to have

advertising purposes. Just look at the Carnival fete ads

a high metabolism and slender figure and others feel the

off!

– particularly the images of women printed on the

need to constantly bring it to your attention? No matter

As a mental health provider,

tickets. Outside of still images, look at the men and

your bodily persuasion, others’ comments about your

women walking the runway for band launches. Look at

body can be a major annoyance. Unfortunately, the more

the promo girls advertising for Carib and Stag (beers

we hear these comments the more hyperconscious and

consume

critical

Monday and Tuesday (the two
days before Ash Wednesday)

UPWARD Counselling and
Psychological Services
understands the desire to

UPWARD’s 3rd newsletter is therefore dedicated

partake in Carnival and enjoy

to raising awareness about psychological and

the season. We want to make

behavioural issues that pop up in and around the

sure, however, if you are

Carnival season, and giving the general public

partaking in the festivities, that

tips on how to effectively manage these issues.

you are being safe and taking

So here’s to being safe this Carnival season and

care of yourself.

engaging behaviours that promote mental
wellness! CHEERS!

Society’s Need for Physical Perfection

#HASHTAGS
#TRINICARNIVAL

#TrinidadCarnival2019

#TrinidadCarnival
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critical we become of our own and others’

mostly packed in the lead up to Carnival may

perfection. Kudos to those health/nutitrition

bodies. For example, we sometimes look at men

suggest that many of us have an inconsistent

professionals who already doing this!

and women on the streets for Carnival, who are

attitude toward our physical fitness goals and are

2. Let’s foster body positivity. Human beings

carrying a bit more “cushion” than average and

simply chasing after a physical aesthetic

come in all shapes and sizes, and various

ask, “How can he/she feel comfortable wearing

temporarily. This might explain why, during the

circumstances cause us to have a higher fat to

that while looking like that?” Such a question

months leading up to Carnival, crash diets, over-

muscle ratio than expected. Instead of putting

shows how much our own sense of self-

exercising, bodily obsessions (and in more

ourselves and each other down for not fitting into

confidence is tied to the way we look and

extreme cases, body dysmorphia), and self-

the box of the bodily ideal, let us start celebrating

experience ourselves, and the expectations we

starvation are more common. In addition, these

our bodies for all the amazing things they do for

have of others to think in the same way. No doubt

poor eating and exercise behaviours are

us and encourage (and not berate) each other

that many of us simply have ideas about what it

reinforced when they prove successful in the

when our motivations to maintain appropriate

means to wear clothing that is flattering for one’s

short-term and individuals are rewarded for

health goals are low. Let us also offer ourselves

figure, but, for many, Carnival is a time to let go

these behaviours. Caring about the more

as accountability partners and gym buddies as

of these hang-ups and embrace their body as it

superficial aspects of physical health is not

we occasionally just need someone else on the

is. Consider that we also have no idea about the

“wrong” per se, but don’t we think it is time that

journey with us. For a refreshing article on body

circumstances that contributed to that person

we focus more on making health and fitness a

positivity in connection with Carnival, check out

carrying some extra pounds (e.g. “baby weight,”

welcomed lifestyle change so these short-term

this post by The Odyssey.

a health condition like PCOS, etc.) or how hard

solutions do not feel necessary? Here are some

3. Let’s stop commenting on others’ bodies

they worked to get their body to where it is now.

tips on how we can go about this:

every time we see a change. This is a big

1. Health and nutrition professionals, let’s

contributor to our hypercritical attitudes toward

Unhealthy Eating and Exercise Habits Pre-

push to properly educate the public! Obesity

our own bodies. No matter what direction our fat

Carnival

and heart-related conditions are a major concern

to muscle ratio shifts, once it is a visible change,

Be honest – if you are partaking in Carnival,

in our beloved country. Instead of simply pointing

others will comment. Nothing is wrong with

how long before the season did you decide to

it out though, let’s take proactive steps to remind

wanting our friends and family to be physically

“get in shape?” What were you doing the other

our residents of the activities they can engage in

healthy, but how about we cut others some slack

6-9 months of the year? Now that you are trying

to achieve appropriate health goals and prevent

and allow them to work through their physical

to get in shape fast, are you going about

related diseases. Let’s also detail what it means

health journey free of our criticisms? And if you

achieving your goals in a healthy way? The fact

to be physically healthy and publicly debunk the

must do or say something, try the approach in

that the gyms and the usual exercise routes are

myth that physical health = outward bodily

point #2 above.

on

So You’re Drinking
For Carnival?
Know Your Limits

perfect
engaged during Carnival and can consequences considered, it is

Drinking Limits

have negative consequences, both crucial that we be mindful of how

Men: have less than 5 drinks in a 2-

short and long term. However, for the much we drink and the reasons we

hour period. Women: have less than

sake of keeping it brief, we will only feel the need to drink so much.
focus on the short-term problems.

Some refer to alcohol as “liquid

With regard to the physical courage,” a term linked to its
effects, drinking too much can lead tendency to lower our inhibitions

4 drinks. If the time goes beyond 2
hours in the same occasion, have
no more than what is suggested for
the 2-hour period.

to alcohol poisoning which can be and make social interactions easier.
fatal if not immediately treated. Most This, coupled with the euphoria
One shot, two shots, three of the alcohol-related problems we associated with having a few drinks,
shots, four; five shots, six shots, see around Carnival, though, are is one of the biggest reasons
seven shots, floor. Have you ever related to the incoordination and persons drink in larger amounts
drank so much alcohol that you impaired judgement that accompany during Carnival. Others want to
blacked out? You know, the day binge drinking. Drinking in large momentarily forget their problems,
not amounts significantly increases your and alcohol does a good job of that.
remember what happened the night chances of engaging other risky Remember, however, that these
after

you

literally

What constitutes one drink?
12 fl oz can of regular beer
8-9 fl oz of malt liquor
5 fl oz of wine (half of a wine glass)
1.5 fl oz shot of 80-proof spirits (rum,
vodka, tequila, gin, whiskey, etc.)

could

(like
unsafe
sex benefits are all short-lived. So while
before? Or, maybe while you were behaviours
already intoxicated, you continued practices) and accidentally injuring we are not saying that you have to
drinking because you wanted to yourself and others (e.g. driving be completely abstinent from
maintain the high, only to forget under the influence). During an alcohol during Carnival, here is an
where you parked your car, where intoxicated state, you are also more outline of the recommended limits

Safety tips!
Don’t drink & drive! Assign a driver.
Eat before and while you drink.
Space your drinks and drink water in
between drinks.
Watch the bartender make your

to
being
taken and safe drinking tips so you can
your phone is, or where you put your susceptible
house keys. Binge drinking – i.e. advantage of by ill-intentioned consider them when you are at a

drink and don’t accept a drink from

drinking an excessive amount of individuals and more likely to make fete, palancing on Carnival Monday
alcohol during a short space of time decisions you will regret the day and Tuesday, or for the future in

Avoid sexual encounters when

– is one the riskiest behaviours after. With all
consequences
engage

of

the

harmful general.

someone you don’t know.
under the influence of alcohol.
Don’t mix alcohol with other drugs.

Carnival Involvement:

F.O.M.O and Overspending

How Much of It Is “For The Gram ?”

We live in an era where the
hashtag

#LivingMyBestLife

in social media users. The majority of

Unless

you

are

completely

you told yourself something similar?

has

studies in one meta-analysis found

detached from social media or

We can become so insecure

consumed our consciousness and

that social media has a more

unacquainted with those partaking

about the idea of our friends going

become a motivator behind our

negative than positive impact (though

in T&T Carnival 2019, you are most

out and enjoying Carnival activities

social

media

some millennials would argue the

likely

posting

without us that we break our bank

presence. Whenever we go out, we

life

and

contrary). Research has also shown

pictures of their Carnival escapades

accounts in the process. And though

feel inclined to take pictures of

that social media users are often

and/or

Carnival-

it seems like a good idea short-term,

ourselves and the people we are

more depressed when they feel

related postings. After the fete

is it worth the financial struggle for

with, and post to social media with

envious of others’ social media

Bacchanal

example,

months or years down the road? If

well-thought

witty

postings or obsess over their own

social media nearly broke from the

you are financially responsible for

hashtags, and the perfect filters.

social identity. Needless to say, the

overload

posts,

others (e.g. children), will their

During the Carnival

season in

emotional distress experienced in

WhatsApp statuses, and Instagram

wellbeing and quality of life be

particular, social media has been

connection with social media is

and Snapchat stories related to the

affected? It is all well and good to

flooded

largely due to comparing ourselves to

event – and everyone looked like

think “to each their own,” but that

“stories,” and boomerang clips, all

others

they were having a great time! The

becomes harder when the decision

displaying individuals’ involvement

hypersensitive regarding our own

unfortunate

of one has the lives of multiple

in various Carnival events. To some

posts.

whether or not they actually were,

degree it begs the question: if we

The problem arises, however,
when our focus becomes less
about being in the moment with
the people around us and more
about taking videos and pictures
for the sake of a superficial
appearance of enjoyment.

there were others looking on at all

If you have found yourself falling

the “fun” thinking to themselves,

prey to FOMO and/or over-spending

“Ugh, I know I should have gone! I

for Carnival, you still have time to

really missed out.”

make more helpful decisions. Here

document our lives, or because we

As a mental health professional

frequent contact with social media

1. Set healthy boundaries. Don’t be

want others to know where we are

and citizen of T&T, I have interacted

and the belief that the lives we see

peer-pressured into attending events

and what we are doing, there is a

with individuals who have gotten

others living on there is a true

that will put a strain on you

part of us that craves attention and

caught up in the comparison game

reflection of reality. We see their

emotionally or financially. Say “no”

looks to others for reassurance. This

triggered

networking.

social media lives and look at our

and let the guilt of not attending go.

is less of a judgement and more of

During Carnival time, these feelings

actual lives and think to ourselves

2. Plan ahead and stick to the plan.

an observation. We are all social

heighten as persons observe the fun

“why

creatures, and as such, will naturally

others are having or how good others

disparity?”

crave

out

with

social

captions,

pictures,

videos,

were to take social media out of
Carnival, would it affect our Carnival
participation,

enjoyment,

or

the

events we choose to attend?
Whether we are doing it for likes,
because

we

want

human

to

publicly

and

by

thus

social

becoming

either

someone

seeing others’
Road,
of

for

Facebook

thing,

though,

is

hanging in the balance.

One of the biggest reasons we

are some tips to consider for the rest

experience a Fear of Missing Out

of the Carnival season and beyond:

(defined in graphic above) is our

is

there
This

such

a

huge

Don’t aspire to keep up with the

thought

then

Joneses. Pick the events you’ll be
attending ahead of time (that are

interaction,

look at various Carnival events and

pushes us to do more, go out more,

acknowledgement, and approval.

wish they were in the same shoes.

and be more, all in an attempt to put

comfortably within your financial

The problem arises, however, when

Unfortunately,

our reality on par with what we think

reach) and stick to those. While at

our focus becomes less about being

thinking patterns go unaddressed, it

is others’ reality.

those events be present with your

in the moment with the people

inevitably leads to a depressive mood

This extends to our participation

around us and more about taking

state, FOMO (discussed in the next

in Carnival activities and it can

videos and pictures for the sake of a

article) and a desire to engage similar

become a real problem for some of

media.

superficial appearance of fun and

activities and then post to social

us. We tell ourselves that our friends

3. Disconnect from social media. This

enjoyment.

if

these

unhelpful

companions and less focused on
taking lots of pictures for social

media. So if you are participating in

will be disappointed in us if we do

way you won’t see others’ posts and

Studies that have linked social

or feel connected to Carnival in some

not attend X event or that the $1000

feel pressured to attend events for the

networking to clinical issues like

way, ask yourself: is my interaction

we are forking out for Y fete is “small

sake of posting to social media.

depression and anxiety cite the

with and attitude toward social media

change” in the long run. “It’s okay if

aforementioned

major

during Carnival positive? Healthy? Or

I don’t eat all of next month, going

contributor to distressing emotions

is there something I need to change?

Machel Monday is worth it.” Have

in

as

a

you
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A Little Wine Never Hurt Nobody, Right?
Well, like most other things in life, the

simply enough to talk about it, you have to

people. So, for yours and others’ protection,

answer is “it depends.” We all want to go out

follow through. Once an agreement is made,

ask whether it is okay with your potential

and have fun for Carnival, but we need to be

stick

about

dance partner to dance with them. The same

mindful of how we conduct ourselves, who we

compromising for each other with the other’s

rules go for any other action that goes

are dancing with, and how we go about

best interests in mind.

beyond just dancing, if you know what I mean.

initiating interactions that involve physical

c. Don’t do anything you would not want your

EXPLICIT CONSENT IS KEY!

contact. In light of this, let’s discuss some

significant other to do. If you are engaging in

areas for which we need to take note of our

a behaviour you know you would get jealous

REMEMBER, EYES ARE ALWAYS LOOKING

behaviour and tips on how to protect

for your significant other doing, this is a good

I know you want to let go and be free this

ourselves from getting into trouble.

gauge for whether or not you should do it.

Carnival season, but do not forget that eyes

Remember the golden rule? Treat others the

are always watching. Young children may be

way you would like to be treated.

watching on. Your supervisor or manager

CARNIVAL IS NO EXCUSE FOR INFIDELITY

to

it.

A

relationship

is

I am sure you have heard of relationships

might see you on the road. Or someone else

that ended over the events of the Carnival

IF YOU ARE HAVING SEX, BE SAFE

you do not want to see you might just be

season. Whether it was a wine on someone

Please, please, please use protection this

passing by the moment you choose to enter a

outside of the relationship or something

Carnival season. Unsafe sex is a risky

compromising position. So carry yourself in a

further across the line, it seems that this

behaviour that increases during Carnival. You

manner that will minimise feelings of shame

phenomenon keeps repeating itself every

do not want a temporary season of pleasure

an embarrassment that may come after one

Carnival, year after year. So if you are in a

to turn into a lifelong experience of hurt. Use

of these unforeseen events.

romantic relationship with someone this

the necessary contraceptive measures to

Carnival and would like it to remain intact

prevent against STIs, STDs, and pregnancy

even after the season is over, here are some

simultaneously.

pre-exposure

People tend to make less-than-smart

suggestions on how you can go about

prophylaxis antiviral drugs, and another forms

decisions while under the influence of alcohol

preserving your relationship:

of birth control are a good idea.

or in the throes of euphoria. During Carnival,

Condoms,

Have a discussion about the boundaries
before. Whether you decide to go to separate
events because “what you don’t know won’t
hurt you,” or you detail every little thing about

AVOID ACTIONS YOU WILL REGRET

be cognizant of the fact that life continues

ASK PERMISSION BEFORE YOU “THIEF A
WINE”
January

public

employee beforehand and whether or not it

information officer, ASP Michael Jackman,

will prove uncomfortable for you when you are

do, be clear in your communication and do

said it is an assault to touch someone without

no longer on the Carnival high and back out

your best to clear up any grey areas where

their consent. This does not only pertain to the

to work. To put it simply: prevention is better

loopholes can be found.

men looking to dance with women – it covers

than cure.

b. Respect each other’s wishes. It is not

every physical

simply

people.

Carnival As A Coping Mechanism?

of

2018,

police

example, wining on your boss or your

what you don’t want your significant other to

a.

In

after. So think about the consequences of, for

interaction between two

As mentioned in other articles

from difficulties quickly. Unfortunately,

within this issue, Carnival is a time for

our idea of resilience can be skewed

many to “free up.” People use the

sometimes to mean that we suppress

season for stress release, self-care,

upsetting emotions that arise like

and distraction; it also acts as a

anger, disappointment, sadness, and

creative outlet and opportunity for self-

anxiety, and fail to have the difficult

expression. For a subset of us, though,

conversations needed to overcome

the desire for a “release” during

interpersonal

Carnival is much stronger than the

conflicts. As a result, we walk around

wish to simply have fun. These

with pent-up emotional baggage and

individuals have had stuff pent up for

we look to opportunities, like Carnival,

months, perhaps the whole year, and

as a means of release. But contrary to

Carnival is the time they are using to

what we are hoping to accomplish,

forget about it all. To these folks I ask,

Carnival only offers a temporary

have you thought about whether you

solution. If we do not address the

are using Carnival as distraction or

same issues we are trying to forget,

avoidance? ( definitions to the left)

we are only using Carnival as another

and

intrapersonal

In our culture, we have a tendency

occasion to avoid our issues. This is

to value resilience – that need to be

different from using Carnival as a

psychologically strong and recover

mome

from dif
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momentary vacation from the stresses of life

a lot of good. Think about the issue that needs

which we all need to take for the sake of our

to be addressed and the best way to go about

sanity.

it. Get feedback from loved ones and seek any

Another indication that Carnival is being

other help you need that will make addressing

used in this way (at least by some) is the spike

the issue easier. You do not have to do it right

in heavy drinking observed during this time. For

now, in this moment, but do not wait too long to

many, in- and outside of Carnival, alcohol is an

address the problem. You do not want Carnival

avoidance tool. People drink heavily in hopes

2020 to roll around and you are in the same

that they will forget their problems and be

situation as you are now.

eased of their emotional burdens. And because
drinking

alcohol

is

promoted

To those using Carnival as a distraction:

through

while this is the healthier of the two options,

advertising to “sweeten the vibes” at Carnival

remember that there are a lot of other things

events, it is not farfetched to assume that this

you can do throughout the year to ease your

season offers a platform and excuse for some

stress. Take frequent trips to the beach if going

to use alcohol to down their problems.

there is a soothing space for you. Spend quality

How would you know whether you are

time with your loved ones where you actually

using Carnival as distraction or avoidance? Ask

open up to them about your stressors so they

yourself this: shortly after this season is over,

can help make your burden lighter. Take

do I intend to address the issues I am

weekend trips around Trinbago away from the

momentarily trying to escape? Have I been

city and the hustle and bustle of life. Go to the

running from these issues for an extended

spa. Get pampered at the hair salon or

period of time? If you answer “no” to the first

barbershop.

and “yes” to the second, it is likely you are using

apartment. Most importantly: eat well, get

Carnival as an avoidance tool.

enough sleep, and exercise regularly and within

Have

game

nights

at

your

If this is you, acknowledge it, own it, and

healthy limits. The idea is to continue to engage

start to do something about it. Taking a

activities throughout the year that better your

proactive, problem solving approach will do you

quality of life overall.

Do your issues feel very burdensome?
Do you think you might do something
to hurt yourself because of them?
PLEASE USE THESE SUICIDE
PREVENTION HELP RESOURCES!

LIFELINE (24hr Suicide
hotline)
Tel: 800-5588 (toll free)
Other Tel: 645-2800 and
220-3636
ALIVE (24hr Helpline)
Tel: 688-8525 and 6505270
International Association
for Suicide Prevention
www.iasp.info

a

EMERGENCY CARE RESOURCES
St. Ann’s Psychiatric Hospital
St. Ann’s Rd, St. Ann’s
Tel: 624-1151 (ext. 5)

Mental Health Unit, Eric Williams Medical Sciences Complex
Uriah Butler Hwy, Champs Fleurs
Tel: 624-3232 (ext. 2542)

San Fernando General Hospital, Ward One
Independence Ave, San Fernando
Tel: 652-3581 (ext. 3221)

Ambulance: 811

Police: 999
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